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Abstract-A Monte Carlo computer model was developed to simulate impact histories and erosion by
single particle abrasion of lunar rock surfaces. Microcrater frequencies derived from lunar rocks were
used to calculate magnitude and probability of each cratering event. A random number generator
provided randomness in space and time of up to 106 impacts on a test surface measuring :::::::44 cm2 • The
crater sizes simulated ranged from 152 to 24000 J.Lm spall diameter. Model elapsed times were linearly
equated to total numbers of craters produced. Experimental cratering results were applied to calculate
the eroded volumina for individual crater sizes.
It was demonstrated that any fractional surf ace area of a lunar rock specimen may have a
drastically different bombardment history. Small portions of the surface may survive essentially
unaffected for long periods of time, while other areas have experienced multiple impacts. The
exposure histories and actual erosion depths of such surfaces vary accordingly and are extremely
heterogeneous.
Assuming a best estimate for the crater production rate of 3-5 craters larger than 500 J.Lm pit
diameter per 106 yr/cm2 , a minimum erosion rate of .3-.6 mm for the past 106 yr is obtained. This value
is in agreement with independent measurements.

INTRODUCTION
THE VISUAL INSPECTION of lunar rocks both on lunar surf ace photographs as well as
in the laboratory reveals that micrometeoroid impact causes erosion and eventual
destruction of rocks exposed to space. The micrometeoroid complex operates on
two different scales and accordingly results in two significantly di:ff erent effects,
i.e. "single particle abrasion" and "catastrophic rupture" (Shoemaker, 1971; Gault
et al., 1972; Ashworth and McDonell, 1973; Neukum, 1973; and others).
Single particle abrasion is caused by relatively small craters compared to the
overall size of a specific rock and it results in an effect similar to sandblasting. It is
largely responsible for gradual mass wasting associated with a general rounding of
the rocks (Fig. 1). In contrast, "catastrophic rupture" is accomplished only by
impacts of sufficient energy, i.e. craters of relatively large size with respect to a
*Permanent address: Max Planck Institute fiir Kemphysik, Heidelberg, West Germany.
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Fig. 1. Typical lunar rock (14310) illustrating the effects of single particle abrasion. As
indicated by the soil line, parts of this rock were buried in the lunar regolith. The buried
portion is characterized by sharp, angular fracture surfaces. In contrast, the surfaces
exposed to the micrometeoroid bombardment are abraded and significantly rounded.

given rock mass. Though not necessarily incorr~ct, previous analyses mentioned
above su:ffer from the fact that they do not account for the vagarities of the
random impact process and thus they yield only average values for single particle
abrasion as well as mean survival times of specific rock masses. In contrast, the
actual laboratory analysis of the above processes is confined to rocks that have
experienced a truly random bombardment history and which therefore may deviate
considerably from the above averages. Furthermore, recent developments in
experimental impact cratering (Gault, 1973) lead to a refinement of some pertinent
cratering parameters that also warrant reexamination of the previous analyses. As a
consequence, computer models employing Monte Carlo techniques were developed that provide the desired randomness in space and time for the impact
process (e.g. Oberbeck et al., 1973; Hartung et al., 1973). In this report a Monte
Carlo model is presented, which simulated single particle abrasion and the
bombardment history of individual areas within a given rock surface. It is important
to note that such models are principally independent of the absolute flux of
micrometeoroids, because "time" may be related to the number of craters
produced. Model elapsed times can easily be converted into absolute times by
applying a best estimate of the long-term micrometeoroid flux.
THE MONTE CARLO MODEL

As already described in the Monte Carlo models of Oberbeck et al. (1973) and Hartung et al. (1973),
a variety of compromises need to be established which limit the absolute size of surface area and
absolute number of craters simulated because of computer storage capacity. Accordingly, this study
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the test surface used in this Monte Carlo model. Note that the entire
surface consisted of 165 x 165 cell elements; however, only a central square of 125 x 125
cells was analyzed in detail. The conical crater geometries are schematic only and not to
scale.
resulted in a total test area of :=:::::44 cm2 and up to 106 impact events, which ra~ged in size from 152 µ,m
to 2.4 cm spall diameter (Ds)- The detailed inputs are as follows:
(a) Test surface. According to Fig. 2, a surface of infinite thickness was subdivided into a grid of
165 x 165 areal cells of 400 µ,m side length each, resulting in 27225 impact coordinates and a cumulative
total surface area of :=:::::44 cm2 • A random number generator determined the X I¥; coordinates of the
impact locality and thus provided spatial randomness.
(b) Crater frequency. Lunar crater size frequencies may be described by
(1)

where Ne is the cumulative number of craters of diameter > DP ( = pit diameter) or > D~ (spall
diameter). K1 and K2 are constants related to time. Constants K and exponent a are determined
empirically by photogeologic investigations or lunar sample analysis.
For the crater sizes most effective in single particle abrasion on hand-sized rock specimen, crater
distributions measured on rocks 12054 (Hartung et al., 1973) and 60015 (Neukum et al., 1973) are
considered to be representative. They most reliably reflect the production of microcraters from :=:::::40 to
600 µ,m in pit diameter (DP). Consequently, these data were used for the model frequencies up to
625 µ,m pit diameter. The best analytical fits to these observed cumulative crater distributions are
(a) Ne = 4.574 x 104 x DP-1. 46 for craters
(b) Ne = 1.496 X 108 X DP- 2 .96 for craters

38 µ,m < DP < 212 µ,m
DP > 212 µ,m

(2)
(3)

The measured distributions determined the frequencies of 99 .5% of all craters produced. The
remaining .5% i.e. craters >625 µ,m Dp, were determined by simply extrapolating Eq. (3) up to 6000 µ,m
pit diameter. Such an extension is in accordance with a variety of observations, e.g. the passive seismic
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experiment (Latham et al., 1973) and satellite micrometeoroid data (e.g. Dohnanyi, 1972). The above
pit diameters were converted into spall diameters (Ds) applying a D~ I DP = 4, a ratio that appears to be
a good average for lunar rocks (Schneider and Horz, 1974).
(c) Crater sizes. The absolute crater sizes selected to represent the above distributions were
predetermined by the absolute dimension of the areal element ( = "Fe" = 400 x 400 µ,m). To warrant
realistic surface coverage per impact event, the crater spall diameters chosen were thus conditioned by
their surface area (R):

(4)

n had to be an integer number (for the smallest crater: n = 1; for the largest crater: n = 1915).
The average crater surf ace (Fa) representative for a specific size interval (D~min - DSmax) was
calculated according to

(5)

or, after derivation of Eq. (1):
(6)

where F is the total surf ace occupied by all craters in a given size interval. The average crater surface
therefore is
(7)

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (7), the average spall diameter per size interval is obtained as
jj~

_a_(D°'+2_D°'-+:£\
a +2
Smax
Srrunl

=

D;max - D;rrun

(8)

In our particular application, the parameter ( TT /4)D/ was dictated, i.e. given by n cell surf aces. The
associated DSmax and DSroin were calculated iteratively via Eq. (8), with Dsmax for size class x being also
DSrnm for size class x + 1. These data are summarized in Table 1.
(d) Probability of occurrence. The probability of occurrence for a given crater size was calculated
via the differential crater frequency within its respective size interval. These probabilities are listed in
Table 1. Accordingly, the random number generator determined the frequency of events and thus
warranted randomness of crater magnitude with time.
(e) Cratering mechanics. The crater volumes (Ve) eroded were calculated according to Gault
(1973) for vertical impact:

(9)

and

(10)
where pp and Pt are projectile and target density respectively; 3 g/cm3 were assumed for both. An
average impact velocity of 20 km/sec was taken to solve for the projectile mass via the kinetic energy
(Ekin). According to Fig. 2, a conical crater shape was employed, the depth of which was calculated
from Ds and associated Ve.
(f) Edge effects of finite test surface. Though the test area consisted of 165 x 165 cells, only a
central square of 125 x 125 cells was analyzed in detail. Thus, "edge effects" were avoided that are
typical for a finite size target that is not affected by cratering events actually extending into the test
area, but the impact centers of which would be located outside. With the exception of the largest crater
size produced, all other events satisfied the criterion:

Ds

2<

X165-

2

X12s

and

<

Y16s- Y12s

2
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Table 1. Detailed input parameters for the Monte Carlo computations.
Crater
size
class

No. of
cells
eroded

Depth
eroded
J.Lm

J.Lm

J.Lm

Probability
of
occurrence

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
5
9
13
21
29
37
45
61
89
121
177
241
305
489
1065
1915

32.9
76.9
105.7
128.5
165.6
198.2
224.2
260.0
291.7
348.4
424.7
515.4
607.1
681.0
886.7
1363.9
1851.2

450
1000
1350
1620
2060
2440
2740
3150
3510
4150
5000

152-848
848-1248
1284-1460
1460-1820
1820-2392
2392-2508
2308-3020
3020-3300
3300-3760
3760-4620
4620-5480
5480-6640
6640-7520
7520-8200
8200-13400
13400-17400
17400-24000

0.00001-0.87140
0.87140-0.95711
0.95711-0.97139
0.97139-0.984%
0.98496-0.99353
0.99353-0.99425
0.99425-0.99567
0.99567-0.99739
0.99739-0.99824
0.99824-0.99899
0.99899-0.99940
0.99940-0.99964
0.99964-0.99973
0.99973-0.99979
0.99979-0.99992
0.99992-0.99994
0.99994-0.99999

11

12
13
14
15
16
17

Crater diameter (D/l)
Average
Interval

6000

7000
7800
10000
15000
20000

Thus, the inner square of 125 x 125 cells can safely be considered to be free of "edge effects" (see also
Oberbeck et al., 1973).
(g) Computer run. During the actual computer run, the depth level of each individual cell was
continuously monitored. Furthermore the number of times each individual cell was involved in a
cratering event was recorded. Printout was possible after any given number of impacts produced.

RESULTS

(a) Bombardment history of rock surfaces. It is obvious that with increasing
number of impacts produced, the probability increases that an individual cell will
experience a multiple impact history. Thus, the computer recorded how many
times each individual cell was involved in any impact event, regardless of crater
size. The results illustrated in Fig. 3 are typical for a run that produced 105 craters.
(The absolute number of cells affected was converted into surface area%.) The
curve labeled "lx" indicates how much surface area is affected at least lx. Note
that 50% of the surf ace is cratered after 8300 impacts, while it takes more than
90,000 additional craters to affect the remaining 50%. Though qualitatively not
surprising, these absolute numbers were unexpected. These results were reproduced to within 5% in three independent computer runs each simulating 105
craters. Furthermore, Fig. 3, e.g. illustrates that by the time 99% of the surface is
cratered at least 1x (99% probability), 92% of the surface is cratered twice, 81 %
has experienced at least 3 impacts, 59% is cratered 4 times. When 99.99% of the
surface are cratered at least once, 88% have been affected at least 5 times, etc.
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Fig. 3. Bombardment history of fractional surface areas with increasing time (for
detailed explanation see text; total craters produced: 105).

The model times indicated in Fig. 3 will be used in identical fashion throughout
this report. Unit time is defined as the time required to affect 50% of the surface
area at least lx, using the parameters listed in Table 1. The implications with
regard to absolute time will be discussed later.
An extension of the data illustrated in Fig. 3 is presented in Fig. 4, which is
based on 106 craters. For each model-elapsed time it was determined, how often a
given fractional surf ace area was impacted. After the entire area is cratered at
least one time, 50% has experienced already 12 impacts and 10% surface area is
cratered at least 17X. Or alternatively, if it takes "unit" time to affect 50% of a
rock surface, it will take 3.8 times longer to affect 90%, a factor of 6.6 longer to
cover 99% and finally 19 times longer to crater 100% of the surface.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate a fundamental characteristic of the impact process.
While finite-though admittedly small-surf ace areas may remain unaffected for
long-time periods, other areas have already suffered repetitive bombardment.
Consequently within any cratered terrain, small surface areas may be encountered
that have dramatically different bombardment histories despite the fact that they
were exposed to the same micrometeoroid environment for the same period of
time (see also Gault et al., 1974).
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Fig. 4. General probability of bombardment history for various fractional surf ace areas
(for detailed explanation see text; total craters produced: 106 ).

{b) Rock erosion by single particle abrasion. The large disparity in the
bombardment history of each areal element must also be reflected in the state of
erosion of individual surf ace points. This is drastically illustrated in some
computer-generated profiles taken at identical locations after increasing numbers
of craters produced, i.e. after a variety of model-elapsed times (Fig. 5). The
erosional state of the entire 25 cm2 test area however is characterized in Fig. 6 by
simply plotting the depth of erosion versus the percent surface area affected to
that depth. Notice that a considerable fraction of a rock's surface may significantly deviate from the mean value at 50% surface area. For example, after
bombardment by 105 craters there is about 10% total surface eroded deeper than
5500 µm, while-on the other extreme-an equivalent area has experienced less
than 1000 µm erosion, because only 90% of the rock is eroded to depths
~1000 µm.
The actual average state of erosion of the entire test surf ace is illustrated in
Fig. 7 by averaging the actual depths of erosion for all areal elements. Three
independent computer runs are illustrated, the most extensive one being based on
106 impacts. Note the effects of a few, though large events, and their influence on
the average erosion value (see also Fig. 5).
For the student of lunar rock surfaces, it is important to know on what scale
such deviations occur, because he is to analyze finite size rock chips in the
laboratory that may or may not differ from the "average" of the parent rock. The
data shown in Fig. 6 apply only to surface areas of 400 x 400 µm, i.e. a scale not
commonly used in lunar analysis at present. In order to assess the "representative"
nature (or lack thereof) of sample surfaces more commonly used, the computer
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Fig. 5. Erosion profiles along the y-axis taken at 3 different locations (¥71, ¥76, Ys1) after
various total numbers of craters produced (White: Volume eroded; stippled: remaining
rock). The vertical exaggeration is 17X.

scanned over the entire 25 cm2 central area of the test surface and searched for the
least (= shallowest) and most (= deepest) eroded "sample surface" of various
absolute sizes, i.e. 5, 2, 1, .64 and .16 cm2 • These results are illustrated in Fig. 8.
Notice that surfaces even as large as 5 cm2 may deviate from average (25 cm2 ) by
as much as ± 100%. Considerable care is therefore necessary to obtain truly
representative samples and caution must be exercised in deriving "average"
parameters with respect to the parent rock, which itself is only one "individual"
picked at random from a large rock population and that in turn was also subject to
the random impact process.
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Fig. 6. Absolute depth of erosion for various fractional surface areas as a function of
time. Note that sizable surface areas differ drastically from the average at 50% (see text).
This plot is based on 1Q5 craters produced.

DISCUSSION

(a) General. A computer model that simulated randomness of the impact
process both in space and time was developed. It yielded significant insight into
the bombardment history of fractional surface areas of lunar rocks. These are, in
principle, very similar for any cratered terrain on any planetary surface, e.g.
analytical calculations by Gault et al. (197 4) yielded similar results for the
bombardment history of the lunar regolith. While small surf ace areas may remain
unaffected for considerable time periods, other areas may have undergone already
multiple impacts. As a consequence, it may be difficult to deduce "average
values" of time-dependent surface processes when only a small fractional surface
of the entire rock can be analyzed. "Representative" rock chips on a square
centimeter scale are not easily obtained. In addition, any specific parent rock was
itself subjected to the random bombardment of meteorite impact and it in turn
may already have undergone a dramatically different surface history in relation to
contemporaneous specimen exposed to the lunar surface by a single, large
cratering event (Horz et al., 1974). Therefore, we conclude that reliable average
values for a variety of impact-related phenomena can only be obtained after a
statistically meaningful study of the lunar rock collection.
(b) Micrometeoroid-flux dependent implications. The analyses of lunar rock
surfaces have lead to a considerable improvement in the understanding of the
micrometeoroid environment in near lunar space. Especially, the crater size-
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Fig. 7. Average erosion depth of the test area as a function of time for 3 independent
computer runs. Our best estimate for erosion is based on run 3, i.e. 106 craters.

frequencies and resulting micrometeoroid-mass frequencies have been established with confidence for masses above 10-s g, i.e. cratering events of > 100 µ,m
pit diameter (e.g. Horz et al., 1974). However, there is still an ambiguity in the
magnitude of the flux of about one order of magnitude (Fechtig et al., 1974;
Hartung et al., 1974). In particular, Hartung et al. pointed out that the micrometeoroid flux over the recent geological past (::::::: 105 yr) may have changed
significantly; a postulated increase in the flux rate is compatible with present-day
satellite measurements. Nevertheless, an integrated flux, averaged over the past
few 106 yr, may be established within a factor of 5 by combining the results of
crater counts and solar flare track exposure ages of a variety of rocks (Fig. 9).
Rocks 68415 and 69935 are of great importance because concordant surface
exposure ages were obtained from the solar flare particle track record and 81 Kr-Kr
techniques (Drozd et al., 1974). The crater production rate derived from these
rocks can safely be considered a minimum because considerable crater overlap is
apparent upon visual inspection and thus a true crater production population is
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(= 25 cm as a function of time for various fractional surface areas (5 cm2, 2 cm2, etc.).
2

)

Small rock chips may not be truly representative of the parent rock (see text).

not warranted (Neukum et al., 1973). Similar observations apply to rocks 12038,
12017 (Horz et al., 1971), 14310 (Hartung et al., 1972), and 62295 (Neukum et al.,
1973). Their respective exposure ages were determined by the solar flare particle
track method exclusively (Fleischer et al., 1971; Bhandari et al., 1972; Crozaz et
al., 1972). A genuine crater production population for large microcraters is only
warranted for rocks 60015 (Neukum et al., 1973) and 14301 (Morrison et al., 1972).
However, again only solar flare track exposure ages are available (Fechtig et al.,
1974; Hart et al., 1972).
A variety of rock surf aces were investigated that displayed crater production
populations for microcraters < 100 µ.,m Dv. A corresponding crater production rate
for larger sized events may be derived by extrapolation, using the large-scale
production surfaces observed on rocks 12054 and 60015. Surfaces treated in this
fashion are those from rocks 15205 (Hartung et al., 1974) and 72315 (Hutcheon et
al., 1974). A genuine production population was also observed on rock 12054;
however, its exposure age is tentative only (Schonfeld, 1971).
The above rocks are considered to most reliably reflect the average crater
production rate over the past 106 yr (see Fig. 9). Uncertainties within a factor of 5
however still exist. As a consequence, we elected to convert our model-elapsed
times into a variety of absolute times according to the following crater production
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rates for structures >500 µ.,m pit diameter:
Flux I:
Flux II:
Flux III:
Flux IV:

Flux V:

l.lcraters/l06 yr/cm2 (rock 68415 data, minimum flux).
3 craters/106 yr/cm2 (model flux).
5 craters/106 yr/cm2 (model flux; this flux is considered the best
estimate according to rocks 12017, 12038, 12054, and 69935).
10 craters/106 yr/cm2
Maximum flux on the lunar surface averaged over the past 106 yr
according to rocks 14310 and 60015; higher production rates are
not observed.
50 craters/106 yr/cm2
Present-day satellite flux (Hartung et al., 1974; Fechtig et al.,
1974).

According to these fluxes, the model times in the various figures throughout this
report may be converted into absolute times which are given in Table 2 together
with some corresponding, absolute rates of lunar surface processes.
2
We calculate a best estimate for the erosion rate of a crystalline rock of 25 cm
6
( 300 g in mass if a spherical body is assumed) of .3-.6 mm/10 yr. This rate,
however, has to be considered a minimum, because the computer program could
not account for the presence of fractures that may increase the volume ejected
per impact event, nor could it simulate the removal of unrealistic "promontories"
(see Fig. 5) that in reality certainly would not have survived the meteoroid
bombardment. Furthermore, the contribution of craters < 152 µ.,m Ds is not
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Table 2. Absolute time scale of various surface processes based on 5 micrometeoroid model fluxes; flux
III is considered the best estimate.
Micrometeoroid Flux

Crater production rate
('2:-N > 500 µ,m Dp/cm2 /l06 yr)
Unit-time in MC Model
(years)
Minimum erosion
(mm/106 yr)
Q)

.§
+,J

Q

.8
+,J

$.-4

;:J
r,:,

$.-4
Q)

$.-4

~--u
+,J

Q)

(a) Areal density
(3.6 craters/cm2 )
(b) Limiting frequency
value
(10.2 craters/cm2 )
(c) Equilibrium density
( 18 craters/ cm2 )
(d) This model
(9 .54 craters/ cm2 )

I

II

III

IV

V

1.1

3

5

10

50

2.77 X 106

6.1

1.02 X 106

105

X

3.06 X 105

6.1

X

104

.063

.171

.287

.574

2.87

3.27 X 106

1.2 X 106

7.2 X 105

3.6 X 105

7.2 X 104

9.27 X 106

3.40 X 106

2.04 X 10

6

1.02 X 106

2.04 X 105

16.36 X 10

6

6.0 X 106

3.6 X 106

1.8 X 106

3.6 X 105

8.67 X 106

3.18 X 106

I

1.91

X

106

9.54 X 105

1.91

X

105

considered at all, however, their contribution must be relatively small (Gault et al.,
1972). Craters >2.6 cm Ds are not effective in single particle erosion, because they
lead directly to catastrophic rupture of a 300 g specimen (Gault ~t al., 1972 and
Horz et al., 1974). Because of a multitude of computer limitations, a larger surface
area (=larger rock mass) could not be simulated and the reader is referred to the
average erosion rates of Gault et al. (1972) for larger rock masses. Furthermore,
the above erosion rates apply only to [crystalline] rocks of 3 kb compressive
strength; they do not apply to friable breccias.
The above erosion rates are in basic agreement with independent erosion
measurements: Crozaz et al. (1972) and Behrman et al. (1973) report an erosion
rate of .5-1.3 mm/106 yr; Wahlen et al. (1973) arrive at 1-2 mm/106 yr. Because the
erosion rates calculated in this Monte Carlo model represent genuine minimum
values, the agreement is considered good. It may furthermore strengthen the
validity of our best estimate of the average meteoroid activity during the past few
million years.
This Monte Carlo model also contributes toward the usefulness of measured
microcrater populations in delineating absolute surf ace residence times of individual rocks. The "microcrater technique" is applicable for production populations only. The above calculations show quantitatively the degree of potential
crater superposition and thus obliteration of existing craters by subsequent
events. The crater saturation process is gradual and "equilibrium" is reached only
after a prolonged period of "transition" between genuine production and equilibrium conditions (Hartung et al., 1973; Neukum, 1973; Morrison et al., 1972, 1973).
Because observational criteria are not available to diagnostically discriminate
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between "transition" and "equilibrium" states (Neukum et al., 1973; Schneider
and Horz, 1974), a variety of suggestions to define the saturation state and its
associated absolute crater density were made:
(a) 3.6 craters> 2000 µm Ds/cm2
Based on analytical calculations concerning crater obliteration by superposition of subsequent events; the maximum "areal density" corresponds
to the above value (Neukum et al., 1973; Neukum, 1973).
(b) 10.2 craters> 2000 µm Ds/cm2
Based on the maximum crater density ever observed on lunar rocks, i.e.
the "limiting frequency value" of Morrison et al. (1972, 1973).
(c) 18 craters> 2000 µm Ds/cm2
Based on the "equilibrium crater density" resulting from a Monte Carlo
computation that simulated the evolution of crater populations on lunar
rocks (Hartung et al., 1973).
We would like to add another definition based on our Monte Carlo model:
(d) 9.5 craters> 2000 µm Ds/cm2
This crater density occurs, when 90% of the entire surface are affected at
least once; the binocular crater counting accuracy on lunar rocks is
±10%.
The absolute times to reach "equilibrium" according to definitions (a) to (d) are
listed in Table 2. Taking flux III as the best estimate for the micrometeoroid flux, it
can readily be seen that rock exposure ages in excess of 2 x 106 yr may not be
obtained by the micrometeoroid technique. Furthermore, Fig. 3 illustrates that by
the time only 50% (!) of a surface are cratered once, approximately 15% of the
very same surf ace are already affected twice, i.e. significant crater destruction
must have occurred already within "unit time" of Table 2. Consequently, we
maintain that exposure ages of lunar rocks based on microcrater techniques may
not be deduced with great confidence for periods in excess of approximately one
million years.
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